LEAFLETS

- Who is Walking on the Wrong Side
- Police Hand signals
- Safe and Correct Ways of Parking
- Protect your Child from Injury
- Spot the Hidden Dangers
- Two Wheeler Driving
- Follow this Simple Kerb Drill
- School Safety – A Checklist for Parents
- Understanding Traffic Rules and Regulations (English)
- Understanding Traffic Rules and Regulations (Malayalam)
- Don’t Be Rash and End in Crash (English)
- Don’t Be Rash and End in Crash (Malayalam)
- Helmets (English)
- Helmets (Malayalam)
- Golden Rules for Defensive Driving (English)
- Golden Rules for Defensive Driving (Malayalam)
- Untied Duppatta/Saree – Risks and Remedies (English)
- Untied Duppatta/Saree – Risks and Remedies (Malayalam)
- Safe Travel by Bus
- Safe Bus Driving
- Safe Car Driving
- Safety Precautions for Two-Wheeler Drivers
- Safe and Responsible Parking
- Traffic Control Devices
- Safety Tips for Vehicle Drivers
- Safety Tips for Pedestrians and Cyclists
- Safety Tips for School Buses
- Safety Tips for Truck drivers

**Leaflets (Train Travel)**

- Don’t find out the hard way......
- Trains of thought- Use Extreme caution when crossing
- Trains of thought- Safety Slogans Just Think
- Trains of thought- Safety Slogans Just Think over these
- Railway level Crossings- Safety Tips for Vehicle Drivers
- Safe Crossing of Railway Tracks-Tips for Pedestrians and Cyclists
- Railway Level Crossing- Safety Tips for School Buses
- Railway Level Crossing- Safety Tips for Truck drivers